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INT RODUCTION
The ability to preserve spatial stability across self-motions is essential for goal-directed behavior.
Previous studies have shown that both humans and monkeys are able to maintain spatial stability during saccadic [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] as well as smooth pursuit eye movements [5] [6] [7] [8] . Most of these studies showed that, unless visual stimuli were presented during or around the time of eye movements, saccades to the remembered location of a previously presented visual stimulus were quite accurate. Although the parietal cortex has been shown to play a central role [9, 10] , how the brain maintains spatial stability remains unclear. Since many neurons in the parietal cortex represent visual space in eye-centered [11, 12] rather than head-centered coordinate frames [13] , the brain must update spatial memory by monitoring each eye movement during the memory period. Recent studies have proposed two different models that used different signals for this purpose. In one model, intervening eye movements are computed based on changes in eye position signals [14] . In the other, both eye velocity and eye position signals are used, while velocity signals play a more important role than position signals [15] . The purpose of the present study was to examine the possible effects of orbital eye positions on the estimates of eye displacement expected with both models.
Assuming that the brain compares eye position signals before and after eye movements, the accuracy of estimates of eye displacement would rely on the linearity of eye position signals. It remains uncertain, however, whether eye positions are linearly represented in the cerebral cortex.
Previous studies showed that individual neurons in parietal area V6 discharged during fixation in a restricted eye-position field, without showing planar representation of eye position [16, 17] .
In addition, all visual, saccade, memory, and background activity of parietal neurons is known to be strongly affected by eye position, and the relationship between eye position and the gain modulation of these properties includes non-linear elements for many neurons [11] . On the other hand, if the brain monitors eye velocity signals, the gain modulation of saccade signals in the parietal cortex would also predict the effects of eye position on estimates of eye displacement. It has also been reported that neurons in the parietal [18, 19] and frontal [20] cortices modulate their pursuit-related activity depending on eye position. Thus, available data suggest that estimates of eye displacement could be affected by eye position, regardless of the signals used. The present study examines the possible effects of orbital eye position on the accuracy of memory-guided saccades in monkeys following saccades or smooth pursuit during the delay period. Care was taken to match the amplitude of saccades, duration of the delay period, and retinal eccentricity of visual stimuli between trials, while the direction of intervening eye movements and initial fixation location were varied from trial to trial. The results show that eye position has a modest effect on saccade localization, suggesting that eye position signals play a role in updating visuospatial memory.
MATERIALS A ND MET HODS
Animal preparation: Three adult Japanese monkeys (Macaca fuscata, 6-12 kg) were used. Two participated in previous behavioral experiments [21] . All experimental protocols were approved in advance by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the Hokkaido University School of Medicine and were in accordance with the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Animals were prepared for chronic experiments by implanting a head-holding device and eye coil under general anesthesia and using sterile procedures. Animals received analgesia after each surgical procedure. Water intake was controlled daily so that monkeys were motivated to perform oculomotor tasks.
Visual stimuli and behavioral tasks: Experiments were controlled by a Windows-based
real-time data acquisition system (TEMPO, Reflective Computing). Visual stimuli were presented on a 24-inch cathode-ray tube monitor (SONY GDM-FW900, refresh rate: 60 Hz) that was located 38 cm away from the eyes and subtended 64 x 44° of visual angle. A 0.5° square spot served as the visual stimulus. Experiments were carried out in a darkened booth.
Eye position signals were calibrated before each experiment by having monkeys fixate a stationary target spot at known visual angles. T hereafter, visual stimuli were presented in individual trials, and monkeys were reinforced with drops of apple juice for each correct trial.
Each trial began with the onset of a fixation target placed along the horizontal meridian. The horizontal location of the initial fixation target varied from trial to trial, and was chosen randomly at intervals of 2° within a range of ± 32° (Experiment #1) or ± 18-20° (Experiment #2). In Experiment #1 (Figs.1a and b), a white target spot ('cue') appeared briefly (200 ms) during fixation of 1,100-1,400 ms. The location of the cue was within ± 23° of the screen center, and 9, 12, or 15° horizontal to and 10° above the red fixation target. After an additional 650 (saccade paradigm) or 300 ms (pursuit paradigm) fixation interval, the fixation target was moved toward the cue location along the horizontal meridian. In the saccade paradigm, the target was displaced by 12° and remained visible for 750 ms. In the pursuit paradigm, the target jumped 3° then moved toward the fixation location at 20°/s (step-ramp target motion). After a motion period of 750 ms, the target became stationary and remained visible for 350 ms. In both paradigms, animals were required to maintain their eye position within 3° of the target (except during a 400-ms period at the time of target step) until it disappeared 1400 ms after offset of the cue, then to make a memory-guided saccade toward the previously flashed cue location within 400 ms. To motivate monkeys to make accurate saccades, the cue reappeared at the end of each trial. Animals obtained a reward when their eye position was within 8° horizontal and 6° vertical of the cue location at the time of cue reappearance. In Experiment #2 (Figs.1a and c), a green fixation target jumped horizontally (saccade paradigm, 12°) or moved in a step-ramp fashion (pursuit paradigm, -3° step and 20°/s ramp) for 750 ms. In the saccade paradigm, the target disappeared either immediately (no delay) or 1,000 ms (with delay) after the eye position entered within 4° of the target location. In the pursuit paradigm, the target disappeared 250 ms after the offset of target motion. Animals were required to make a memory-guided saccade toward the location of the initial fixation before the target reappeared 600 (saccade paradigm without delay) or 400 ms (other tasks) later. Again, monkeys received a reward when their eye position was within 8° horizontal and 3° vertical of the initial fixation location at the time of 6 target reappearance. Experiments #1 and #2 were carried out in separate blocks. Fig. 1c ). Linear regression analyses were performed for each set of data.
Data acquisition and analysis:

RESULTS
In Experiment #1, the accuracy of memory-guided saccades wa s affected by both eye position and the direction of eye movements during the delay period. Fig. 2 shows the amount of mislocalization of individual saccades as a function of eye position at the time of fixation target offset. In both the saccade and pursuit paradigm ( Figs. 2a and b, respectively) , the direction and magnitude of mislocalization depended on eye position. When the fixation target disappeared at eccentric locations, vertical memory-guided saccades tended to be directed to a more central location than the actual location of the cue, irrespective of the direction and kind of intervening eye movements. Type II regression lines fitted to the data had slopes ranging from -0.12 to -0.07 (mean, -0.10 ± 0.02) that were statistically different from zero (p<0.0001) in all four cases. Fig. 4a summarizes the regression slopes for three animals. Average values were -0.07 ± 0.04 and -0.06 ± 0.04 for the saccade and pursuit paradigms, respectively. In addition to the effects of eye position, the accuracy of saccades was also affected by the direction of intervening eye movements. The endpoints of saccades were shifted in the direction of prior eye movements as shown by different colors in Fig. 2 . Differences in the y-intercept of the regression lines for trials in different directions (leftward minus rightward) were -2.08 and -2.19° for the saccade and pursuit paradigms, respectively. Fig. 4b shows the values for the three monkeys that averaged -0.99 ± 1.01° for saccade and -2.60 ± 0.77° for pursuit.
The effects of eye position were also evident when animals made a saccade toward the location of the initial fixation in Experiment #2. Fig. 3 shows the errors of individual memory-guided saccades as a function of eye position during the initial fixation for the three different paradigms. As above, memory-guided saccades tended to be directed to a more central location when the initial fixation target appeared peripherally. In the saccade paradigms ( Figs.   3a and b) , the duration of the delay period had virtually no effect, and the type II regression slopes for each saccade direction ranged from -0.05 to -0.07. In the pursuit paradigm (Fig. 3c) , the effects of eye position were much greater, and the regression slopes were -0.26 and -0.24 for rightward and leftward pursuit, respectively. The values of regression slopes are summarized in Fig. 4a for all three animals that averaged -0.11 ± 0.04 (saccade without delay), -0.09 ± 0.07 (saccade with delay) and -0.16 ± 0.08 (pursuit). On the other hand, the effects of prior eye movement direction were absent or even in the opposite direction in Experiment #2. For example, shifts in the regression line y-intercept (leftward minus rightward) were -0.26° (saccades without delay), 0.57° (saccades with a delay) and -0.5° (pursuit) for the data shown in Fig.3 . Average values for the three monkeys were -0.22 ± 0.04° (saccade without delay), 1.02 ± 0.63° (saccade with delay) and -0.23 ± 0.25° (pursuit).
DISCUSSION
The present study examined the ability of the visual system to update spatial memory during eye movements. To avoid perisaccadic mislocalization of visual stimuli, which has been analyzed in many previous studies [3, [22] [23] [24] , this study introduced a delay period between stimulus presentation and eye movements (Experiment #1) or required monkeys to remember the initial fixation location without presenting any explicit visual cue (Experiment #2). The results showed that the accuracy of spatial updating during eye movements relies on at least two factors.
Firstly, the accuracy of saccades depended on the direction of intervening eye movements. In Experiment #1, the endpoint of saccades was systematically shifted in the direction of prior eye movements. This effect, however, was greatly reduced or diminished when monkeys were required to make a saccade to the location of the initial fixation (Experiment #2). This could be due to the fact that both visual and eye movement signals are necessary for computing the goals of saccades in Experiment #1, while eye movement signals only are sufficient in Experiment #2.
The interaction between logarithmic (visual) and almost linear (eye position) coordinate frames might result in this directional effect, as suggested by a recent study that simulated perisaccadic mislocalization [25] .
The second and more consistent factor affecting saccade accuracy was eye position in the orbit. Regardless of the direction of intervening eye movements, the endpoint of saccades was shifted toward a more central location within the oculomotor range. As a result, the direction of mislocalization was reversed with eccentric eye positions. The origin of this eye position effect is unknown. It might have been inherited from the non-linearity of eye position signals in the cerebral cortex, as pointed out above, or alternatively, if eye displacement is computed based on eye velocity rather than eye position signals [15] , the gain modulation of eye movement signals in the parietal cortex [11, 18, 19] might result in the eye position effect.
In summary, the present study showed that the accuracy of memory-guided saccades is affected modestly by both the direction of intervening eye movements and position of the eyes in the orbit. The latter effect suggests that eye position signals play a modulatory role in monitoring eye displacement for update of the visuospatial working memory. 
